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The idea of the connected vehicle is not new; indeed, we see software-over-the-air as
an acknowledgement that this revolution has already begun. It is, however, what the
connection is and how it is used that will be disruptive. Imagine the scenario where all
vehicles can communicate remotely, can send diagnostic event information, and can
receive operational commands.

The KPIT ‘Connected Diagnostics’ solution utilizes its proven diagnostics products and services to deliver a
standards-based, scalable and an end-to-end solution.
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K-DCP Connected Diagnostics Solution

The K-DCP connected diagnostics solution allows for the execution of some key use-cases which have the
potential to accelerate vehicle issue resolution, improve vehicle uptime and enhance the overall customer
experience.
A few of them are outlined below:
• Over the air updates
• Vehicle state monitoring
• Vehicle state recovery
A fully featured standards-based diagnostic stack sits at the core of KPIT’s connected diagnostics solution. The
stack is designed to operate seamlessly between resource constrained environments such as a telematics control
unit (TCU) and offloading execution to the cloud.
KPIT’s connected diagnostics solution is being readied for next generation service-oriented diagnostics for
Adaptive Autosar/ high-performance controller (HPC) based connected vehicles.
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• The K-DCP Connected Diagnostics Solution gives you the ability to set up a base for
your future diagnostics
• K-DCP Connected Diagnostics Solution enables the implementation of use cases like
OTA, remote diagnostics and service-oriented diagnostics
• A highly extendible platform, it’s deployable on embedded, cloud, android, iOS and
desktop environments
• With proven scalability and performance on embedded devices and cloud, the OTA
solution is already in productive use, and will be deployed in 100 Mn vehicles over the
next 10 years
• Ready to support next generation service-oriented diagnostics for Adaptive Autosar/
high-performance controller (HPC) based connected vehicles

Cloud

PC

Embedded
Android/iOS
devices

Deployable on multiple platforms & operating systems
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Purpose
KPIT’s remote diagnostics solution is a versatile platform for performing diagnostics and managing state
of connected vehicles. Combined with vehicle event recording it enables many use-cases such as
ahead-of-repair fault analysis and vehicle down-time reduction
Users
• Diagnostic Engineers
• Service Technicians [on-premises/ﬁeld]
• Technical Helpdesk
Input
Diagnostic Data, Sequences
Output
• On-Board vehicle diagnostics and repairs
• Vehicle state event management/Digital twin data feed
• Data Analytics and KPI dashboarding
Key Beneﬁts
KPIT’s remote diagnostics solution:
• Provides visibility over entire vehicle ﬂeets
• Enables innovative use-cases, such as remote diagnostics, vehicle alerting, etc.
• When combined with effective dealer systems, enables just-in-time maintenance
• Reduces vehicle down-time and increases FFV (Fixed-First-Visit) rates

What does ‘Remote Diagnostics’ mean?
And how will it change the way you run
your business? Ultimately, these two
words are a doorway to allow a complete
re-thinking of diagnostic use cases.
The idea of the connected vehicle is not
new; we see over-the-air updates as a sign
that this revolution has already begun. It is
the way that ‘connected’ is used that will
determine how disruptive this future will
be. Imagine the scenario where all vehicles
can communicate remotely, can send
diagnostic event information, and can
receive operational commands.

Seamless On-board/Off-board – The key to a
successful remote diagnostics solution is
seamless connectivity. The K-DCP solution has all
the features you would except to enable this, such
as: Offline event queuing with QoS (to ensure no
critical data loss),
resume-on-connection
delivery,
two-way
communication,
and
background updates [diagnostic data and
sequence packages are downloaded in advance of
function execution].
“Split-layer design allows non-core execution to be
off-loaded to the cloud for low-footprint solutions”
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Dynamic Footprint – One of the key factors for adoption of remote diagnostics is successfully incorporating the
solution into vehicle platforms. Here the K-DCP solution is the perfect ﬁt. Its versatility allows it to be embedded
in multiple scenarios with different hardware foot-prints. For example, if available, it can easily be deployed into a
hypervisor-enabled telematics ECU. Alternatively, if hardware constraints prevent this, then a split-layer design can
be implemented where a diagnostic core is resident in the vehicle, but higher-level parts of the stack are
off-loaded into the cloud.
Looking forward to an Adaptive Autosar future, an on-board component of a remote diagnostics solution would
run as an application that would interface with the vehicle and provide the require diagnostics services (such as
monitoring, etc) to the off-board, back-end systems.
Advanced Data-Driven Monitoring – A connected diagnostics solution should seamlessly leverage the same
diagnostics data that traditional testers use. Thinking of an on-board tester in the same way as a legacy off-board
(at-vehicle) tester accelerates solution time to market and minimizes data costs through efficient re-use.
Leveraging an innovative rules-based approach, the K-DCP solution uses if-then-when criteria to enable
engineers to rapidly assemble data-points of interest and to specify what actions are taken. For example, when a
DTC becomes active, read appropriate freezeframe data, an additional DID, and ﬁnally send an event to the
back-end. These rules can be dynamically delivered to vehicle groups based on organizational preferences.
Event-driven diagnosis allows engineers to very quickly react to and monitor complex situations that occur
intermittently or without perceivable pattern. Capturing this data at the event occurrence enables rapid diagnosis
and is far more efficient than multiple dealer visits, ultimately improving customer satisfaction and FFV rates.

Data Intelligence - The clearest advantage of a remote
diagnostics solution is the ability to interact with a
vehicle pool in ways that were previously not feasible, but
what other beneﬁts come from this?
The most interesting beneﬁt is the visibility of data. Data
streams that were previously locked inside vehicles can
now be collected and recorded. A successful
implementation of a remote diagnostics solution will
make this data available for leveraging in future use-case.
KPIT can assist with the initial integration with an existing
digital twin interface or provisioning [if none is in place].
Recording vehicle life-cycle events is an essential ﬁrst
step in a successful remote diagnostics rollout. It is also
an enabler for use-cases related to Extended Vehicle
standardization.

As data-handling maturity grows within
your organization, more advanced
use-cases can be evaluated. For
example, a sufficiently large pool of data
can be leveraged with machine-learning
techniques to identify previously
unknown failures and potentially even
predictive failures. This has huge
beneﬁts for both the after-sales and
engineering departments and can
signiﬁcantly enhance product quality
though better design and delivery,
based on learnt data.

Incoming data stream aggregation provides dashboarding intelligence; high-level insight into key KPIs such as
emerging failure conditions or geographical hot-spots can signiﬁcantly improve real-time understanding of ﬁeld
issues. Once these issues are understood, they can be used to spring-board resolutions, such as priming the
dealer supply chain with correct parts or applying software ﬁxes in advance of failure.

Salient Features
Re-use of standards based
diagnostic data

Leverages secure access
channels to vehicle

Rules-based monitoring with
conﬁgurable event actions for
additional data capture

Versatile diagnostic stack
caters for multiple
hardware/software footprints

Resilient on-board data capture
and queuing with in-built smart
connection management

Operates on various platforms /
[embedded] operating systems and
scales to meet customer needs
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Purpose
KPIT’s OTA solution is a ﬁt-for-future, end-to-end system that enables a variety of use-cases for remote
software update. It provides seamless vehicle pool identiﬁcation, data transfer and robust software
update functionality
Users
• Service Technicians
• Technical Helpdesk
• Service Managers
Input
Vehicle Campaigns, Diagnostic Data, ECU software and calibration ﬁles

Output
Vehicle ECU(s) update planning and delivery
Key Beneﬁts
KPIT’s OTA update solution:
• Reduces vehicle down-time and improves brand loyalty through optimal user experience
• Enables feature upgrade and up-sell opportunities with-in your value network
• Provides a versatile low-cost, standards-based solution
• Promotes re-use of existing diagnostic data and sequences
The need for vehicle software updates is a well understood problem. There are use-cases relating to safety,
comfort and/or up-sell that require software conﬁguration change. Traditionally, this has been managed by the
dealer network – but increasing global connectivity and commodity-level hardware, coupled with customer
demands are driving a re-think.
Vehicles are becoming increasingly software-centric and it is time to think about the models leveraged by other
industries to deliver continual updates to their product portfolio. Safety is paramount, but there is an opportunity
to reduce reliance on expensive ramp-time for software-only campaigns, reduce vehicle down-time and react to
customer needs. This change delivers not only direct and indirect cost savings, but also increased quality and an
opportunity to imagine previously unachievable use-cases. The question is not if you will implement an
over-the-air update solution, but when and what will it look like!

Seamless Implementation – The key
success of Over-The-Air is measured by
the minimal impact it has on the
customer whilst effectively enabling
in-ﬁeld vehicle update.
KPIT has a versatile solution portfolio
that places a strong emphasis on
standards-based, re-usable elements of
the diagnostic stack both on and
off-board.
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Customers can choose how to leverage the solution to best suit their requirements, hardware platforms and
available device footprint. This can be as simple as an update sequence inside existing an ECU, or a
comprehensive full-stack diagnostic application that executes on a platform such as a hypervisor or telematics
ECU. Furthermore, where standards-based solutions are not feasible KPIT can directly leverage its D-PDU API layer
to hugely simplify the implementation process.

Of course, customer and vehicle safety are of
paramount importance. Conﬁgurable vehicle
pre-conditions allow the business to deﬁne the
state required for a vehicle to be ready to perform
an update (for example engine off, battery health
check passed, etc.). Once satisﬁed, the solution
can verify the update path (be it single or
multi-ECU updates) ensure that all data is in
place and proceed to the update at a
customer-veriﬁed time.

KPIT believes strongly in re-use, and
wherever possible will encourage their
customers to leverage existing diagnostics
sequences in their OTA solution (for example
leveraging a software update sequence
already available in ODX/OTX format)

Dynamic delivery – As ever with KPIT solutions, understanding and delivering for the complete picture Is of vital
importance. The interface with the ECU, although vital is just one piece of a complete solution. Back-end systems
need to be in place to co-ordinate software availability and applicability, manage seamless downloads, and
identify and target speciﬁc vehicle groups.
The system automatically maps the correct diagnostic data (if available) for the update and packages it as part of
the download process to ensure valid data is resident before and after the update. In the same fashion, update
dependencies and orchestrations can be manually deﬁned or inferred from back-end systems. These are all
combined into a download that is then optimized for speciﬁc vehicles based on current software – smart delta
algorithms ensure that over-the-air downloads are kept to a minimum.

Intelligent Dashboarding – Can your solution
answer simple, but fundamental questions, such
as “What percentages of campaigns have been
completed?” or “What update issues am I facing,
and what recovery actions need to be taken?”
Combined with an effective reporting framework,
business and technical leaders can make clear
statements about their vehicle network and be
conﬁdent in effective update success traceability.

The K-DCP OTA solution provides intelligent
dashboards that present an ever-present
view on campaign effectiveness.
They can provide high-level KPI indicators or
zoom down into speciﬁc updates to provide
detailed update histories, ﬂeet coverage and
campaign completion status.

Salient Features
Data driven architecture
(ODX/OTX) accelerates delivery
(where available)

Existing solutions for
multiple embedded
platforms

Supports standard (UDS on
CAN, UDS on IP [DoIP], J1939) and
OEM proprietary protocols

Integration with ﬂash ﬁle
management systems for
effortless data management

Fully integrated with
market-leading OTA service
provider for complete
end-to-end delivery

CAN-based communication
based on Socket CAN API and
proprietary APIs where required
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Purpose
Highly automated driving and electric powertrain are game changers for the electrical architecture of
vehicles, and require diagnostics for complex, simultaneous running software processes with
connected functions. As ECU footprints grow, virtual machines, guest operating systems enable
extended on-board diagnostic use-cases that were not previously possible
Users
• Electrical Engineers / [Field testing]
• Service Technicians [on-premises/ﬁeld]
• Driver
• Technical Helpdesk
• Telematics and Logistic Operators
Input
Diagnostic Data and Sequences, E/E Architecture, FMEA, Error Reaction Matrix

Output
On-Board vehicle diagnostics, Intelligent Vehicle State degeneration, Limp home, repairs instruction
information for workshop and road side assistance
Key Beneﬁts
In-vehicle diagnostics has the potential to drive beneﬁts throughout the automotive value chain,
namely:
• Reduces servicing/repair turn-around time, and enhances technician productivity
• Enables remote access of vehicle status, faults, and repair requirements
• Drives predictive maintenance rigor, resulting in improved vehicle up-time and customer
convenience and comfort levels

As the automotive eco-system evolves to meet the needs of autonomous and electrical powertrain vehicles,
diagnostics can become increasingly complex but increasingly required.
In-vehicle diagnostics require no external device or remote application to be connected to the vehicle and no
external operator (service technician, remote help desk) interacts with the vehicle.
KPIT’s In-vehicle diagnostics approach leverages ISO Standard speciﬁed Infrastructure components (i.e. ODX, OTX)
as the foundation, thereby paving the way for a highly data driven architecture. The diagnostic infrastructure
components inside the vehicle allow seamless communication with the ECU network, thereby enabling all the
diagnostic use-cases to be executed from remote locations.
This diagnostic capability allows for operation [based on pre-conditions such as standstill] within the vehicle to
autonomously identify and alert based on scenarios such as:
• On-board monitors of critical components like ADAS and behavior analysis of complex functions
• Graceful degradation of autonomous functions and redundant systems
• Predictive and preventive maintenance scenarios
• Fleet monitoring to collecting vehicle status information
• On-road and Limp home services
• Behavior analysis of complex functions
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hanges in vehicle diagnostics-related standards (such
as ISO 14229 and Adaptive AUTOSAR) the stage is set
to implement on-board diagnostic testers using the
standard ISO-architecture inside the vehicle.
It is important to remember that merely shifting
diagnostics
into
on-board
High-Performance
Controllers (HPC) is not a complete solution. The
diagnostic itself must develop from a mainly
electrical form (for example short to ground, etc.) to a
software function and vehicle-based solution. This
smart management will enable previously unfeasible
use-cases, such as graceful degradation of
autonomous functions and redundant systems inside
the vehicle.

KPIT can leverage a common diagnostics
solution for on-board, off-board and
cloud-diagnostic to provide reliable and
tested functionality on all platforms.
This signiﬁcantly blurs the lines between
traditional
use-cases
and
allows
efficient allocation of resources (for
example the Diagnostic Stack could well
be functioning in a cloud rather than local
to the vehicle)

Salient Features
Complete solution for
ECU function Engineering

Future proofed solution as it is
based on accepted standards in
the automotive industry

Data-Driven, also the
Event Flow cascade can be
conﬁgured using ECU-Editor

If an initial solution matching the
requirements of the OEM is
created, it can be reused on
different ECU/vehicle

Complete end to end diagnostic
approach for a vehicle

OTX can be used inside the
vehicle with ARA:COM for
additional advanced diagnostic
and analysis

www.kpit.com
KPIT is a global technology company with software solutions that will help mobility leapfrog towards autonomous, clean, smart and
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